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Anna: Hello, I'm Anna Jones and today we’re going to be hearing about a major 

exhibition at one of London’s most famous museums, the Victoria and Albert – 

also known as the V and A. It’s a museum that specialises in art and design. At 

the museum you will find different kinds of furniture, fashion, glass, jewellery, 

photographs, sculpture and much more.  

 

 A new exhibition opened recently at the V and A. Listen to the curator – the 

person in charge of the exhibits or pieces in the exhibition - talk about it.  

What kind of an exhibition is it? 

  

CHRISTOPHER WILK  

Modernism was a reaction against the old and against tradition. The desire to create new ways 

of living, above all to re-house people in new modern housing with indoor plumbing and new 

kind of kitchens drove modernists.  

 

Anna: And that was the curator Christopher Wilk. He was describing the new 

exhibition that opened recently at the V and A – it’s all about the movement 

known as Modernism. Modernism became popular in the 1920’s and was not 

so much a style but a loose collection of ideas. Modernists believed they could 

create a better world through art and design. Here’s Christopher Wilk again – 

this time when you listen try to answer this question. What does he say that 

modernism was reacting against?  

 

CHRISTOPHER WILK  
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Modernism was a reaction against the old and against tradition. The desire to create new ways 

of living, above all to re-house people in new modern housing with indoor plumbing and new 

kind of kitchens drove modernists.  

 

Anna: Christopher Wilk says that modernism was a movement that reacted against the 

old and against tradition – it did not agree with customs and beliefs that had 

existed for a long time. Modernists wanted to create new ways of living after 

the First World War ended in 1918. In the 1920’s they wanted people to live in 

new, modern houses with smart kitchens and indoor plumbing - bathrooms and 

toilets inside the house. Christopher says this desire to modernise people’s lives 

“drove” modernists. If something “drives” you then it gives you enthusiasm 

and energy to achieve something. A BBC reporter who went to the exhibition 

described one of the more “unexpected” exhibits which was designed for a 

housing project in Frankfurt in Germany in 1926. What is the exhibit he is 

describing? 

 

BBC REPORTER 

One of the more unexpected exhibits is the first mass produced fitted kitchen designed for a 

housing project in Frankfurt in 1926. It looks almost contemporary which is why it’s there to 

remind us of how much Modernism shaped today’s world. 

 

Anna: The reporter is describing the first “mass produced” kitchen. If something has 

been mass produced then it has been made in large quantities by repeating the 

same process many times. He describes the kitchen as almost “contemporary”.  

If something is contemporary then it exists in the present. So the kitchen that 

was mass-produced in the 1920s looks so modern that it could have been made 

today. He says that the kitchen is there to remind us of how much Modernism 

“shaped today’s world.” The phrase “shaped today’s world” is a reminder of 

how much of an influence the Modernist movement has been on today’s world.  

What does the reporter think that the biggest success of the exhibition is? 
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BBC REPORTER   DUR: 26” 

But the exhibition’s big success is showing modernism as a manifestation of the desire for 

better organised societies which arose after the Great War. The twin engines of the movement 

were the Soviet Union and Germany though Holland and Scandinavia added their own 

touches. What the Soviet Union and Germany had in common was a belief that the future lay 

in strong, centralised societies and mass production using new methods.   

 

Anna: He says that the exhibition’s biggest success is showing Modernism as a 

“manifestation” of the need for better organised societies after the Great War or 

the First World War ended in 1918. If something is a “manifestation” of 

something else then it is a sign that it is happening or exists.  

 

He goes on to describe the Soviet Union and Germany as the “twin engines” of 

the movement – they were the two main countries behind the modernist 

movement. The word “twin” is used to describe two similar things that are 

close together or that happen together. Describing the Soviet Union and 

Germany as “twin engines” shows that they provided the engine power behind 

the Modernist movement. They had something “in common” they both felt the 

same way about something – both countries believed that the future lay in 

societies being led by a strong central government and that mass production of 

goods was the way forward. That’s all for today. Goodbye. 

 

 

 


